Abstract. Consider Riemannian manifolds M for which the sectional curvature of M and second fundamental form of the boundary B are bounded above by one in absolute value. Previously we proved that if M has sufficiently small inradius (i.e. all points are sufficiently close to the boundary), then the cut locus of B exhibits canonical branching behavior of arbitrarily low branching number. In particular, if M is thin in the sense that its inradius is less than a certain universal constant (known to lie between .108 and .203), then M collapses to a triply branched simple polyhedral spine.
Introduction
Our program for extracting topological constraints from geometric bounds is as follows [AB1, AB2] . We have proved that if a Riemannian manifold M with nonempty boundary B has sufficiently small inradius relative to curvature, then the cut locus of B exhibits canonical branching behavior of arbitrarily low branching number [AB2] . Therefore M is forced by geometric bounds to collapse to a polyhedron with certain canonical singularities. This establishes a connection between global Riemannian geometry and the notion in PL-topology of collapse to a simple polyhedral spine. In particular, a class of spines that was studied by Fet and Lagunov in the 1960's [LF1] but since has received little attention is seen to be natural in the Riemannian setting. We examine the topological consequences of collapse to such a spine.
For example, the following topological classification of thin Riemannian 3-manifolds will be an application of our work. Here ρ k = (1/2) log(2k/k + 1), the radius of the largest ball centrally located between (k + 1) pairwise tangent horospheres in H k . We conjecture that the universal constantã 33 equals ρ 3 (see §2). 
Fet and Lagunov [LF2] constructed a domain M in R
3 whose boundary is a 2-sphere with |II B | ≤ 1, and whose inradius is arbitrarily close to 3/2 − 1 ≈ .225 (the radius of the largest ball centrally located between four pairwise tangent unit spheres in R 3 ). An analogous construction in H 3 yields a domain M with K M = −1, |II B | ≤ 1, and inradius arbitrarily close to but larger than ρ 3 . In these examples, M is homeomorphic to S 3 with a 3-ball removed, so p + t + + β = 1 and M does not satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 1.1. It follows thatã 33 ≤ ρ 3 . It can be shown that the spine in these examples is Bing's "house with two rooms" (illustrated in [RS, p.2] ). This spine has two points with branching number 4 and hence is not triply branched.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 exploits the fact that the cut locus of B is a triply branched simple polyhedral spine. This is the critical case for 3-manifolds, since theorems of Weinstein and Buchner [W, B] imply that there is no topological restriction on an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (n > 2) with spherical boundary and (n + 1)-branched simple polyhedral cut locus.
The first Riemannian classification theorem of the type of Theorem 1.1 was due to Gromov [G, Th. V] . That theorem gives a bound on normalized inradius that forces an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold to be either the product of a manifold without boundary and an interval, or doubly covered by such. This is the case of the doubly branched spine (in our notation below, the case k = 2; in this paper, we study the case k = 3). The forcing inradius in [G] is on the order of n −n n .
In [AB1] , the existence of a dimension-independent forcing inradiusã 2 > .075 was established.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 involves classifying up to homeomorphism the compact 3-manifolds with triply branched simple polyhedral spines and simply connected boundary (Theorem 4.1 below). Here we make contact with Matveev's complexity theory of closed 3-manifolds [Ma2, Ma3] , and our description of the class of manifolds involved follows from his work. We go beyond giving just the homeomorphism type, by showing that the 3-manifolds on the list all admit our more restrictive type of spine, and by accounting for all possible decompositions into simple blocks glued together along annuli. Moreover, we construct thin Riemannian metrics for all manifolds on the list.
As an important tool, we identify graphical representations of such a spine structure in arbitrary dimension. An exception occurs in dimension 4.
Finally, in arbitrary dimension, we study numerical invariants of manifolds with simply connected boundary that collapse to triply branched simple polyhedral spines, and hence of Riemannian n-manifolds with curvature and inradius bounds as in Theorem 1.1. An unexpected consequence is that for any such Riemannian metric, the number of connected strata of each dimension in the cut locus of the boundary is a topological invariant of the underlying manifold, even though these strata may be arranged in many geometrically distinct ways ( §6). Recall that a cut point of B is either a point in M with more than one minimizer to B, or a focal point of B. The universal constantã k may be defined to be the infimum of normalized inradii of complete Riemannian manifolds having a cut point at which the angle between some pair of minimizers to B is less than or equal to cos −1 (−1/k). Note that cos −1 (−1/k) is the central angle subtended by a vertex pair of a regular k-simplex. The example of a disk of radius π/4 in the standard unit 2-sphere immediately shows thatã k < π/4 for all k, since the boundary has |II B | = 1 and the center point is a focal point of B at which the angle between a pair of minimizers to B may be chosen arbitrarily. Since all our inradius bounds will be less than π/4, it follows from standard Jacobi field comparisons that focal points will never occur in our setting.
If M has normalized inradius less thanã k , then by the proof of Theorem 2.1, from any given cut point there are r ≤ k minimizers to B, and their initial unit tangent vectors u 1 , ..., u r satisfy the condition that u 1 − u 2 , ..., u 1 − u r are linearly independent. (In particular, r ≤ n + 1. This means that if M has normalized inradius less than lim k→∞ãk , then there are at most n + 1 minimizers from any cut point and their initial unit tangents are affinely independent.) It follows that the cut locus is a k-branched simple polyhedral spine (see below) and M collapses to C along the minimizers.
Holding the dimension n of M fixed in the above definition ofã k yields the constantsã kn for all n ≥ k. These constants are increasing in k by definition, and decreasing in n, as may be seen by taking cartesian products with a line. Thus a kn ↓ã k . As mentioned in the Introduction, an important feature of Theorem 2.1 is that the limitsã k are strictly positive.
Indeed, we have an algorithm for generating a strictly increasing sequence a k satisfying 0 < a k ≤ã k , with a 2 ≈ .075 and a 3 ≈ .108. In spite of the difficulty of establishing these bounds, we know of no counterexample to the conjecture that a kn =ã k = ρ k for n ≥ k, where ρ k is the hyperbolic interstitial radius defined in §1. An upper bound for the ρ k is log 2/2 ≈ .347, whereas our constants a k increase to .195. Examples showing ρ k ≥ã kk ≥ã k are constructed in the next subsection. For k = 2, 3, one may take "Swiss cheeses" in H k with horoballs as holes. In particular, our constants a 2 and a 3 are sharp to within a factor of 2.
Starting with §3, this paper focuses on manifolds with triply branched simple polyhedral spines (as defined below). Thus we define a thin Riemannian manifold with boundary to be one whose normalized inradius is less thanã 3 .
2.2. Examples. Here we showã kk ≤ ρ k , by constructing a k-dimensional manifold M with |K M | ≤ 1, |II B | ≤ 1, inradius arbitrarily close to ρ k , and such that the angle between some pair of minimizers to B is less than or equal to cos −1 (−1/k). For k = 2, 3, consider k + 1 pairwise tangent horoballs in H k . Their centers at infinity determine a regular ideal k-simplex. The group G generated by reflections in its (k−1)-faces yields a tessellation by regular ideal k-simplices, and a corresponding packing of H k by horoballs. The desired manifold M is obtained by shrinking all the horoballs by an arbitrarily small fixed amount and removing their interiors. Then the inradius of M is arbitrarily close to ρ k . At any point having k + 1 minimizers to B, some pair of the k + 1 initial tangents has angle less than or equal to cos
. Compact examples may be obtained as quotients under subgroups of G [Th, p. 129] .
The same construction fails for k > 3, because the images under G of the original k +1 horoballs overlap. This assertion follows from the analogous one for k pairwise tangent Euclidean balls of fixed radius in R k−1 . The reduction is by taking one of the horospheres to be x k = 1 in the upper halfspace model of H k , so that the remaining k horospheres are Euclidean spheres tangent to x k = 1 and x k = 0. The subgroup of G generated by reflections in the vertical (k − 1)-faces stabilizes the horosphere x k = 1/2, and its action there is generated by Euclidean reflections in the (k − 2)-faces of the corresponding Euclidean (k − 1)-simplex. Now we give a construction that works for all k. Again start with k + 1 pairwise tangent horoballs in H k . Rolling a horosphere H around this configuration envelops it by a hypersurfaceB that satisfies |IIB| ≤ 1, except at certain singular loci wherẽ B is merely C 1 . The desired manifold M is obtained by shrinking the original k + 1 horospheres by an arbitrarily small amount and removing their interiors from the region bounded byB, as illustrated in Figure 1 (a) for k = 2. The balls that realize the inradius of M are centered at cut points having k + 1 minimizers to the boundary, and so as before some pair of minimizers has angle less than or equal to cos −1 (−1/k). Since the singular loci ofB are away from these balls, scaling by 1 + and smoothing produces smooth examples M with the desired properties. The key claim to check is |IIB| ≤ 1. We examine the portion ofB that is swept out when the rolling horosphere H touches exactly r of the original horospheres, say H 0 , . . . , H r−1 , 1 ≤ r ≤ k. Taking H 0 to be x k = 1 in the upper halfspace model, we see that the envelope swept out by H is obtained by moving a generating regular (r − 1)-simplex of H along either a punctured regular (k − 1)-simplex in H 0 if r = 1, or a regular (k − r)-simplex in a hypersphere of H 0 if r > 1. To bound the normal curvatures ofB in a direction lying in the (k − r)-dimensional subspace orthogonal to a generator, it suffices by symmetry to examine the case k = 3, r = 1. Consider the intersection curves of the horosphere x 3 = c withB and H 1 respectively. In Figure 1 (b), these are the curves swept out by p and p 1 under the indicated rotation. In the horosphere x 3 = c, whose intrinsic and model geometries are homothetic, the inward normal curvature vector of the first curve is no greater than that of the second. By symmetry, the length of the projection of the first vector on the normal toB is no greater than that of the second vector on the normal to H 1 , namely, 1.
Using methods similar to those in §5, one may also obtain compact examples by truncating those just constructed and gluing after metric modification.
3. Spines 3.1. Simple polyhedral spines. This class of spines was introduced in [Ma1] . The definitions of k-branched simple polyhedral spine and collapse are reviewed in [AB2] ; when using these terms we always refer to the category of polyhedra and piecewise-linear maps. In this paper we only consider triply branched spines, and now we set out what is needed in that setting.
A triply branched simple (n−1)-dimensional polyhedron C = C 2 ∪C 3 is stratified by its (n + 1 − r)-dimensional submanifolds C r , r = 2, 3. Every p ∈ C 3 has a neighborhood in C that is PL homeomorphic to the product of For example, suppose M is 3-dimensional and compact, so that the triod strata are circles. The triod block in Figure 2 , with its two ends identified, illustrates a neighborhood in the spine C of a triod stratum, together with the points of M that collapse to it. The identification of the ends is by translation, translation and rotation through 2π/3, or translation and reflection though one of the central rectangles. The shaded portion of the boundary of the block (after identification of the ends) lies in B. The unshaded portion represents one, two or three annular gluing seams along which the block is attached to its complement in M .
Theorem 2.1 relates the cut locus of the boundary of a Riemannian manifold to collapse. Namely, if M has normalized inradius less thanã k , then each cut point has at most k minimizers to B, and the cut locus C is a k-branched simple (n − 1)-dimensional polyhedron. M collapses to C along the minimizers.
Holonomy of spines.
Suppose an n-dimensional PL manifold M with boundary B collapses to a triply branched simple polyhedral spine C, via the map
Corresponding to the 3-fold covering of a triod stratum C 3i of C by strata in B, we have a triod bundle over C 3i , whose fiber at p consists of the cone over the 3 points of B that collapse to p. Moving around a loop in C 3i yields a permutation of the fiber, either the identity, a cyclic permutation or a transposition (as in Figure 2 , where the two ends are respectively identified by a translation, translation and rotation through 2π/3, or translation and reflection through a central rectangle).
Thus we obtain an induced homomorphism of the fundamental group π 1 (C 3i ) to the permutation group S 3 . Its image is the holonomy group of the stratum C 3i .
The following key fact allows us to transfer topological information from B to M . It states that transposition holonomy does not occur when H 1 (B, Z 2 ) = 0. 3.3. Graphical representation of stratifications. Suppose a manifold M collapses to a triply branched simple polyhedral spine. Now we describe a graphical coding of the corresponding stratifications of the spine C and boundary B of M .
The spine graph c is a bipartite graph whose vertices c 3i and c 2j represent the triod and diod strata C 3i and C 2j , respectively, of the spine C. The edges adjacent to a triod vertex c 3i represent the components into which C 3i separates a normal neighborhood of itself in C. Each such component lies in some diod stratum C 2j , and the edge representing that component joins c 3i to c 2j . A diod stratum C 2j is homeomorphic to the interior of a connected (n − 1)-dimensional manifold with boundary having a natural map, not necessarily one-one, onto the closure of C 2j in C. The boundary components of this manifold with boundary are in one-one correspondence with the edges adjacent to the diod vertex c 2j . Proof. (1) Every triod statum C 3i of the spine is triply covered by its Φ 1 -preimage, whose number of components is 3 or 1, according to whether the holonomy group of C 3i is the identity or the alternating subgroup of S 3 respectively. Thus every triod vertex c 3i of the spine graph c has 3 or 1 ϕ-preimages in the boundary graph. This multiplicity agrees with the valence of c 3i , by the isomorphism of the two triod bundles over C 3i that respectively represent Φ −1 1 |C 3i and the collar structure adjacent to C 3i in C [AB2, Proposition 3.1].
The assumption H 1 (B, Z) = 0 implies that each triod stratum in B separates B into two components. Thus every triod vertex in the boundary graph b has valence 2. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that the action of ϕ on edges is as shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b). This proves (1). Note that every edge of c has two preimages in b.
(2) Every diod stratum C 2j of the spine is doubly covered by its Φ 1 -preimage. Thus every diod vertex c 2j of c has 2 or 1 preimages in b, according to whether the covering is trivial or nontrivial, respectively. In the former case, the stars in b of the two preimages of c 2j are isomorphic. Since every edge of c has two preimages, (2) follows.
(3) Finally, it is proved in [AB2, Theorem 4.9] that if H 1 (B, Z) is finite, then (3) holds.
We define an admissible graph pair (b, c) by properties 1-3 of Proposition 3.2. The simplest admissible graph pairs (in a sense made precise in the next subsection) are shown in Figure 4 . (Since every edge of a graph must join two vertices, the configurations of Figure 3 are not themselves graph pairs.) Figure 4 illustrates all the admissible graph pairs for which p + t + + β = 2. We now give a simple combinatorial proof that this sum cannot be 1. A much more circuitous proof of this fact in the compact case follows from [LF1, Lemma 16 ] (see [AB2, Lemma 4.14] ) and [AB2, Theorem 5.1]. We shall see below how to transform Proposition 3.3 into the statement that punctured S 3 has no triply branched simple polyhedral spine (see [I, Lemma 4 ] for a more general statement). This is an example of an interesting phenomenon whereby, through coding by graph pairs, theorems about 3-manifolds can be used to prove theorems about n-manifolds.
Proposition 3.3. For any admissible graph pair, p
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that p + t + + β < 2, so p = t = = 0 and β = 1.
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The defining conditions (3) and (2) of an admissible graph pair (Proposition 3.2) imply that every admissible graph pair has at least one end. That is, either the entire graph pair is as shown in Figure 4 (a) or (b), or a neighborhood of some diod vertex in the spine graph c and its preimage in the boundary graph b are as shown in Figure 5 . Since we assume β = 1 and p = 0, only the last case is possible. 
Topological classification of thin three-manifolds
In this section we consider the case n = 3. It turns out that compact 3-manifolds with triply branched simple polyhedral spines and simply connected boundary are classified up to homeomorphism and chirality considerations by their first homology, as given in Theorem 3.4.
For a manifold M of any dimension, with triply branched simple polyhedral spine C and H 1 (B, Z) = 0, the decomposition of the graph pair of M into the blocks shown in Figure 3 (a)-(d) corresponds to a decomposition of M into triod blocks and diod blocks. Specifically, choose a normal neighborhood in the spine of each triod stratum C 3i . The points of M that collapse to that neighborhood form a triod block (as in Figure 2 ). The diod blocks are the components of the complement of the union of the triod blocks. The blocks are glued, triod to diod, according to the pattern indicated by the graph pair, along gluing seams which are trivial diod (segment) bundles. In dimension 3, the results of this gluing can be classified up to homeomorphism.
By a handle, orientable or nonorientable, we mean S 1 × S 2 or S 2× S 1 , respectively. Uniqueness theorems for the decomposition of a 3-manifold into irreducible summands and handles were proved by H. Kneser [K] . See also Haken [H] , and Milnor, who gave the connected sum formulation [Mi] . We use the following convention in speaking of the connected sum of a finite collection of irreducible 3-manifolds and handles. We assume an orientation on every orientable member of the collection. If every member is oriented, then their connected sum is well-defined and oriented. If at least one member is nonorientable, then their (unoriented) connected sum is well defined and nonorientable. In the first case, the summands are uniquely determined as oriented manifolds. In the second case, the irreducible summands are uniquely determined as unoriented manifolds, and the number of handles is also determined.
Matveev has studied the complexity of punctured closed 3-manifolds, defined as the minimum number of vertices in an almost simple spine [Ma2, Ma3] . In particular, complexity is additive on connected sums and invariant under removing 3-balls, and the irreducible manifolds of low complexity are classified [Ma2] . The classification is extended to a higher complexity bound in [MP] . Since a triply branched simple polyhedral spine is a special case of an almost simple spine with no vertices, our 3-manifolds have complexity 0 and the class identified in the following theorem is the same, except for the 3-ball, as Matveev's list of manifolds of complexity 0. Thus the following theorem is a corollary of Matveev's work (together with Theorem 3.4, which relates the numbers of the summands to the block types). However, in our setting there is a simple way to exhibit the decomposition explicitly, as we do in the following proof. 
Since M is 3-dimensional, the triod strata of the spine and the boundary of M are circles. By Proposition 3.1, the holonomy group of such a circle in the spine is either the identity or the alternating subgroup of S 3 ; we say the holonomy is the identity or cyclic. The triod blocks are equivalent to the 3-dimensional Euclidean block in Figure 2 with its two ends identified by translation (identity holonomy), or rotation by angle 2π/3 (cyclic holonomy). The unshaded surfaces represent three or one annuli, respectively, along which the triod block is glued to its adjacent diod blocks.
The diod blocks are segment bundles, either trivial or nontrivial according to whether that diod stratum of the spine is trivially or nontrivially covered by its preimage in B. Since B is a union of 2-spheres, each component of the cover is a 2-manifold with boundary contained in S 2 , and hence is S 2 with some disks removed. Since the gluing seam between a triod block and a diod block is an annulus, the bundle structure is trivial on the boundary circles. Filling by trivial segment bundles over disks gives a double covering by S 2 . Therefore a diod block either is the trivial segment bundle over the complement of disjoint 2-disks in S 2 , or is the complement in the nontrivial segment bundle over P 2 of some trivial segment bundles over disjoint 2-disks.
M is constructed by gluing together finitely many blocks M α along annular gluing seams. Each M α is a triod block which has either identity or cyclic holonomy, or a diod block which is either a trivial or nontrivial segment bundle as just described. Each gluing is between a triod and a diod block. The boundary ∂M α is the union of ∂M α ∩ B and annular gluing seams that lie, except for their boundary circles, For a given orientation of M α , we distinguish between L(3, 1) and L(3, −1) according to whether the holonomy map is a 2π/3 rotation positively or negatively, respectively, with respect to a chosen direction of the base loop. This definition is independent of the choice of direction of the base loop.
(c) M α = trivial diod block. Here M α is the product of a segment and the 2-sphere with a finite number, say e α ≥ 0, of disjoint 2-disks deleted (see Figure 6 (a), which illustrates the case e α = 3). ∂M α is the union of e α annular gluing seams and the two components B k of ∂M α ∩ B, where each B k is a copy of the 2-sphere with e α disjoint 2-disks deleted (shaded in Figure 6(a) ). We obtain M + α from M α by gluing, along each of these two equivalent B k , the solids E segment bundles over disjoint 2-disks. Recall that the nontrivial segment bundle over projective (n − 1)-space is projective n-space with an n-ball removed. Representing P n by the closed n-ball with opposite points on the boundary identified, a visible model of the nontrivial segment bundle over P n−1 is obtained by removing a smaller central ball (as in Figure 6(b) ). The segments of the bundle structure are then split into radial half-segments extending inward from the boundary. Now ∂M α is the union of e α annular gluing seams together with B k = ∂M α ∩ B, where B k is the 2-sphere with 2m α disjoint 2-disks deleted (shaded in Figure 6 (b), which represents the case e α = 2). We obtain M The complement in c of T consists of edges. M + is therefore obtained by performing the corresponding "auto-connected sums" on N + . That is, pairs of boundary 2-spheres of N are identified. If all these identifications are orientationreversing, then this operation of attaching handles is equivalent to taking the connected sum of N + with copies of S 2 × S 1 [Mi] . In this case, M + is oriented and hence so is M .
If at least one identification is orientation-preserving, then M + and M are nonorientable. Here there is no distinction between L(3, 1) and L(3, −1) summands, and the connected sum representation of M + allows a free choice for the handles of between 1 and summands S 2× S 1 , and the remaining ones S 2 × S 1 .
Remark 4.2. Recall that an oriented manifold is defined to be chiral if there is no orientation-reversing self-homeomorphism. The opposite property is called achiral. Thus, S 3 is achiral because its reflection in a central plane is such a homeomorphism. Similarly, P 3 and S 2 × S 1 are achiral. On the other hand, L(3, 1) is chiral. That is, L(3, 1) and L(3, −1) are distinct as oriented manifolds; they are homeomorphic, but any such homeomorphism must reverse orientation ( [K] ; also see [ST, §77] ).
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that the homeomorphism class of M is determined up to chirality considerations by its homology, and therefore also by its number of boundary components and its spine graph: 
Realizability
In this section, we make good on the remaining unproved claim of Theorem 1.1, namely: " Every such homeomorphism class can be realized . . .".
Recall that if an n-dimensional manifold M collapses to a triply branched spine and the first homology of the boundary of M vanishes, then the geometric structure of M is represented by an admissible graph pair (Proposition 3.2). We begin (Theorem 5.1) by proving the existence of an admissible graph pair with any given choice of the invariants p, t, and β satisfying p
Then we analyze the realizability of admissible graph pairs by Riemannian manifolds of arbitrary dimension. In particular, we prove that any finite admissible graph pair can be realized by a compact Riemannian 3-manifold M with the desired inradius bound (Theorem 5.2). By Theorem 4.1, M is homeomorphic to the connected sum of p copies of P 3 , copies of the handles S 2 × S 1 or S 2× S 1 , and t copies of the lens spaces L(3, ±1), with β 3-balls removed. Note that in general there are many graph pairs for a given choice of the invariants, and hence many geometric structures for a given homeomorphism class. For example, Figure 7 shows the four graph pairs with = 1, p = 1, t = 0, β = 1 and γ = 1. Proof. Figure 4 shows the four admissible graph pairs that satisfy p + t + + β = 2. The corresponding invariants (p, t, , β) are respectively: (a) (0, 0, 0, 2), (b) (1, 0, 0, 1), (c) (0, 1, 0, 1), and (d) (0, 0, 1, 1). For any admissible graph pair (b, c) , there is at least one of these four basic pairs, all of whose invariants p, t, , β are no greater than those of (b, c). Thus it suffices to give operations on admissible graph pairs that independently increase each of the four invariants by 1. The defining properties 3 and 2 (see Proposition 3.2) of an admissible graph pair imply that every such pair has at least one end. That is, either the pair is that of Figure 8(a) or (b) , or the stars of some diod vertex in the spine graph c and its preimage in the boundary graph b are as shown in Figure 8(c) . In either case, we construct a new admissible graph pair by attaching to an end the new block shown in Figure 8(d) . The attaching of (d) to (b) or (c) is by identifying opposing diod vertices in the obvious way; and of (d) to (a), by identifying the opposing vertices of the spine graphs, and identifying the single vertex of the boundary graph in (a) with both of the opposing vertices of the boundary graph in (d). The new graph pair has the same invariants p, t, as the old one, and β increased by 1. It has one more end, with two ends located on the new block.
Now we "trade" this increase of 1 in β for an increase of 1 in any other invariant. Namely, to obtain a graph pair with the same t, , β as the original and p increased by 1, modify one of the ends located on the new block (Figure 8(d) ) by pinching together the two corresponding diod vertices of the boundary graph. The vertex is thus converted from type (c) to type (d) of Figure 3 . To obtain the same p, , β as the original and increase t by 1, attach, to one of the ends located on the new block, the block shown in Figure 4(c) , by identifying end diod vertices in the obvious way. To obtain the same p, t, β as the original and increase by 1, similarly attach, to one of the ends located on the new block, the block shown in Figure 4(d) . These moves clearly retain the three defining properties. Now we are ready to prove our main realization theorem. It states that in any dimension except 4, any finite admissible graph pair may be realized by a compact Riemannian manifold with simply connected boundary. Moreover, the inradius may be made arbitrarily close to ρ 2 . The first step is to verify the existence of a topological realization. Then we construct a corresponding Riemannian metric, namely, one for which the cut locus of the boundary is the given spine, and collapsing occurs along minimizers to the boundary.
The construction does not extend to dimension 4. Indeed, we show in Examples 5.4 and 5.5 below that in dimension 4, while some admissible graph pairs have topological realizations with spherical boundary components, others have no realization with H 1 (B, Z) = 0.
Theorem 5.2. In any dimension n = 4, and for any finite admissible graph pair, there is a compact C ∞ Riemannian manifold with simply connected boundary, whose normalized inradius is arbitrarily close to ρ 2 , and such that the cut locus of the boundary is a triply branched simple polyhedral spine realizing that graph pair. In dimension 3, every homeomorphism class described in Theorem 1.1 can be realized.
Proof. It suffices to consider n = 3. Then for n ≥ 5, one can take the product with the standard (n − 3)-dimensional sphere of radius 1.
First we show that any admissible graph pair has a topological realization as a 3-manifold M with simply connected boundary B. For vertices of type (a)-(d) of Figure 3 , respectively, we use oriented triod or diod blocks of type (a)-(d) of Theorem 4.1, Step 1. The blocks are glued along annular gluing seams according to the pattern indicated by the graph pair.
In particular, each diod vertex b 2j of the boundary graph b represents a diod stratum B 2j of B, where B 2j is a copy of S 2 with a number of holes equal to the valence of b 2j . Each edge adjacent to b 2j joins it to a triod vertex of valence 2 (see Figure 3) . This triod vertex represents a circle at which a boundary circle of B 2j is glued to a boundary circle of another diod stratum; thus it corresponds to a connected sum operation. Since b is a tree, there are no auto-connected sums, and since all triod vertices of b have valence 2, B has empty boundary. Thus B is a union of 2-spheres.
The specific procedure for gluing the blocks is as follows. Each gluing corresponds to the identification of two annuli. This identification may be carried out in four ways, depending on which pairs of boundary circles are identified (the boundary circle choice), and whether the identification reverses or preserves orientation (the orientation choice). The orientation choice is not represented on the graph pair, and hence may be made freely for the purpose of realizing a given graph pair, but not for realizing a homeomorphism class. The boundary circle choice is represented by the two ways of joining two pairs of half-edges in a boundary graph to make one pair of edges. (For example, in Figure 7 (a), a change in this choice at the lower right would disconnect the boundary graph and destroy its tree property.)
Without loss of generality, we may assume the spine graph c is connected. Choose a maximal tree T in c. Perform the gluings corresponding to the edges of T , starting with one block and gluing each new block to the previous construction according to some sequential pattern. It is clear from Figure 3 that the resulting graph pair at each step is independent of the boundary circle choice. Now perform the gluings corresponding to some ordering of the edges of c − T . At each step, the boundary circle choice is dictated by the components of the boundary graph already constructed (unless these components have symmetries that allow a free choice). Thus each admissible graph pair has a topological realization M .
To realize a given homeomorphism class for M , if M is nonorientable, then at least one identification of annuli must be orientation-preserving; if M is oriented, all must be orientation-reversing. Since moreover the orientation of each cyclic triod block may be freely chosen, it follows that every homeomorphism class in Theorem 1.1 can be realized.
Now we construct suitable Riemannian metrics on these diod and triod blocks, so that the gluing seams are totally geodesic and isometrically paired, and the gluings are smooth.
For all the triod blocks we use the same cross-section orthogonal to the central circle. Because of the exactness of the required lower bound ρ 2 on the inradius, the construction has to be quite specific. A neighborhood of the center of that cross-section is a region of the hyperbolic plane H 2 with curvature −1. We start with a horocycle σ in H 2 and build a region based on σ (Figure 9 ), which will be 1/6 of the whole section (Figure 10 ). An arc between points p, q of σ will be part of the boundary; at q we continue the boundary curve to r by specifying a monotonic, C ∞ transition of the signed curvature of σ from 1 at q to 0 at r. The arclength along the boundary curve from q to r may be arbitrarily small, and is one of the parameters by which we will control the excess of the inradius over ρ 2 .
From r, the boundary curve will continue along a geodesic segment. Now we modify the metric to the right of the perpendicular equidistant curve λ at r, by using a warped product metric instead of the hyberbolic metric. If t is the arclength along the geodesic segment in the boundary curve, such that t = 0 occurs at the intersection with λ, then to the left, where t ≤ 0, the metric of H 2 has the representation ds 2 = dt 2 + cosh 2 (t − τ ) du 2 . The parameter τ > 0 is free to choose, and λ will be given by t = 0 in terms of these coordinates. For convenience we take u = 0 as the equation of the geodesic continuation of the geodesic segment in the boundary curve. We continue to the right of λ by specifying the metric to be ds 2 = dt 2 + f 2 du 2 , where the warping function f is a smooth convex extension of cosh(t − τ ) for t ≥ 0, which satisfies f ≥ f and is a positive constant beyond some positive value of t. Then, by the curvature equation f + Kf = 0, the sectional curvature will pass from K = −1 for t ≤ 0 to K = 0 where f is constant. Actually we have not yet specified the point p on σ; we do so in conjunction with specifying the base line of the region. That base line is to be a horizontal geodesic u = u 0 < 0 below the boundary geodesic. Each such horizontal geodesic forms an angle of π/3 with a normal segment from one of its points to σ. If both u 0 and the arclength from q to r are sufficiently close to 0, then the length of this normal segment is arbitrarily close to ρ 2 . Indeed, by definition, ρ 2 is the length of a normal segment to σ which makes an angle of π/3 with a tangent line to σ.
Finally, we cut off the region to the right by a vertical segment in the region where K = 0. The construction of the complete triod cross-section is now simply a matter of reflecting the 1/6-section alternately in the base and the line of the normal segment (see Figure 10 ). The inradius of this cross-section is ρ 2 + , and the length of the three end segments is δ = δ( ).
The triod block is completed by taking the Riemannian product of the cross section with an interval I whose length will be specified below, and identifying the two ends, either directly for a block with identity holonomy, or with a rotation of 2π/3 for a block with cyclic holonomy. Thus each gluing seam on a triod block is the product of a circle with an interval of length δ.
The construction of suitable diod blocks is easier. For a given finite graph pair, there are finitely many diod blocks, each of which is either trivial, that is, the product of a segment and the 2-sphere with a finite number of disjoint 2-disks deleted, or nontrivial, that is, the complement, in the nontrivial segment bundle over the projective plane, of a finite number of trivial segment bundles over disjoint 2-disks. Choose a metric on the base of each diod block, for which a tubular neighborhood of each boundary circle is isometric to the product of a circle with an interval. All the boundary circles may be assumed to have the same length L. By rescaling, the sectional curvatures of these metrics may be assumed to satisfy |K| ≤ 1. Then the metric on each diod block is taken to be locally a product with an interval of length δ.
Finally we specify that for identity triod blocks, the interval I has length L, and for cyclic ones, I has length L/3. Equipping our blocks with these Riemannian Figure 10 . metrics, and performing the gluings isometrically, converts our previous topological realizations into the required Riemannian ones.
Remark 5.3. An analogous construction works in all dimensions to give spherical boundary components, provided there are no triod blocks with cyclic holonomy. Namely, we construct triod blocks with identity holonomy by multiplying the crosssection of Figure 10 by an (n − 2)-sphere with curvature less than 1. (This does not work for a triod block with cyclic holonomy, since the triod stratum of the spine will be S n−2 , whereas we need a triod stratum whose fundamental group has Z 3 as a quotient group.) The gluing seams of the triod blocks are products of S n−2 with an interval. For each diod block, we again use either a trivial segment bundle over the complement in S n−1 of disjoint (n − 1)-balls, or the complement in the nontrivial segment bundle over P n−1 of trivial segment bundles over disjoint (n − 1)-balls. Then each diod stratum of the boundary will be the complement of disjoint balls in S n−1 , and the gluing will realize each component of B as the connected sum of spheres. A Riemannian structure of the desired type fitting the topological realization just described does not require any special technique beyond what was used in the 3-dimensional case. Now we consider the case n = 4 in the presence of cyclic holonomy.
Example 5.4. We give an example of an admissible graph pair for which there is no 4-dimensional topological realization with H 1 (B, Z) = 0. Namely, consider Figure  4 (c), which is the simplest pair with a cyclic triod vertex. For such a realization, B would be orientable. The triod stratum of B would be a closed orientable surface S triply covering the triod stratum of the spine, and hence S would have positive genus. The fact that there is only one diod block forces B to be the double of a 3-manifoldB with boundary S. If H 1 (B, Z) = 0, then H 1 (B, Z) = 0. This is impossible, since the first Betti number of an orientable 3-manifold with boundary is at least the genus of the boundary [ST, §64] .
Example 5.5. On the other hand, many graph pairs with cyclic triod vertices can be realized by a compact 4-dimensional manifold with spherical boundary compnents. Suppose the triod stratum C 31 in the spine of a cyclic triod block is a torus. Then the lift B 31 of that stratum is again a torus, which is the gluing seam between the two diod strata in the boundary that cover the diod stratum of the spine. To complete a desired realization, some further triod and diod blocks must be attached so as to fill a pair of generators of the first homology group of B 31 . The graph pair in Figure 11 is sufficient, as we now verify. We describe how to build a suitable spine, and then the structure of the boundary will be forced according to the graph. The diod stratum C 21 will be taken to be a product T 2 × I, of the torus T 2 with an interval I (so the diod block over it will be a product with another interval). Take C 32 to be T 2 and the triod block over it to have identity holonomy. Then one end of C 21 is glued to C 32 by an arbitrary homeomorphism. Take C 22 and C 23 each to be a 3-sphere with a solid unknotted torus removed. Choose generators for H 1 (C 32 , Z) and glue the boundaries of C 22 and C 23 to C 32 so that one generator can be filled by a disk in C 22 and the other by a disk in C 23 . Then both components of B will be 3-spheres, decomposed resepectively by the torus gluing seams B 34 , or B 32 , B 31 , B 33 , in the same way that a Clifford torus, or a tubular neighborhood of it, respectively, decomposes the standard 3-sphere.
Again, a Riemannian metric realization fitting the topological realization just described would not require any special technique beyond what was used in the 3-dimensional case.
Topological invariants
In this section we study further numerical invariants of compact n-dimensional manifolds M with triply branched simple polyhedral spines and simply connected boundary, and hence also for thin Riemannian manifolds with simply connected boundary. We do this by studying the invariants of admissible graph pairs (b, c) .
In addition to the invariants , p, t, β, γ defined in §3.4, consider the following: There are other numerical invariants of the graph pair whose expression in terms of those already mentioned are clear. For instance, the number of diod vertices of c with ϕ-multiplicity 2 is q − p, and the number of triod vertices of c with ϕ-multiplicity 3 is r − t. The number of vertices of b is p + 2(q − p) + t + 3(r − t). The number of edges of b is 2e.
Note that in Theorem 4.1, the trivially covered diod and triod strata do not contribute visibly to the homeomorphism type, each of which typically is represented by many graph pairs. Nonetheless, we now show that the numbers of these strata (respectively, q − p and r − t) are topological invariants. In our Riemannian setting, we have the somewhat surprising corollary that the numbers of diod and triod strata, respectively, of the cut locus are not merely geometric invariants of the Riemannian metric, but topological invariants of the underlying manifold.
Theorem 6.1. All the above-mentioned numerical graph invariants of a finite admissible graph pair can be expressed in terms of , p, t, β and γ. Specifically, q = 3 + 2p + 2t + 2β − 3γ, r = 2 + p + 2t + β − 2γ, e = 6 + 3p + 4t + 3β − 6γ.
Proof. We start with the Euler characteristic equation for b:
where v is the number of vertices of b, and 2e is the number of its edges.
Since each triod vertex of c has valence equal to its multiplicity, the number of edges of c is e = t+3(q−t). The number of vertices of b is v = p+2(r−p)+t+3(q−t). Therefore p + 2(r − p) − t − 3(q − t) = β. Now we calculate the Euler characteristic of c as we did for b: χ(c) = r + q − t − 3(q − t) = rank H 0 (c) − rank H 1 (c) = γ − . Now it is only necessary to solve the latter two equations for r and q in terms of the remaining variables. Figure 7 illustrates all admissible graph pairs having = 1, p = 1, t = 0, β = 1 and γ = 1. Thus the figure shows all possible cut locus structures for a thin Riemannian metric on a manifold M with these topological invariants and H 1 (B, Z) = 0. The numbers q and r of the diod and triod strata are uniquely determined; in this case q = 4, r = 2.
Remark 6.4. The graph pair calculus yields an algorithm for generating all admissible graph pairs, and hence all possible stratum structures for the cut loci of our thin Riemannian n-manifolds having (say) the invariant r at most equal to a given value k. Assuming γ = 1, this implies p + t + + β ≤ k + 2 by Theorem 6.1. Copies of Figure 4 (a) or (b) will be called diod blocks, nontrivial or trivial respectively; their adjacent edges are as shown in Figure 3(c) or (d) . Each of the following moves is performed in all possible ways on the members of a given family of graph pairs.
Step 1. Attach one copy of Figure 8 (d) by identifying one of its ends with any trivial diod block (not necessarily an end). This move increases r and β by 1. Starting with an isolated trivial diod block, by k iterations generate k + 1 families of admissible graph pairs with = p = t = 0, β = r + 2 ≤ k + 2.
Step 2. In a graph pair, choose two trivial diod blocks, one of which is an end, and which together intersect either three or four components of b. Identify them in both possible ways, unless they have a component of b in common; in that case there is only one way to identify them (that does not produce a loop in b). This move preserves r, reduces β by 2 and increases by 1. Starting with each family generated in the previous step, iterate at most [(k + 1)/2] times.
Step 3. Choose a trivial diod block intersecting distinct components of b, and replace it with a nontrivial diod block. This preserves r, reduces β by 1, and increases p by 1. As before, iterate at most k + 1 times.
Step 4. To a graph pair with r ≤ k−1, attach a copy of Figure 4 (c) by identifying its end with any trivial diod block that intersects distinct components of b. This increases r by 1 and decreases β by 1. Iterate at most k + 1 times.
All admissible graph pairs with r ≤ k and γ = 1 are generated, since for any such pair other than a trivial diod block, one of the operations inverse to those described is possible. This is clear if t > 0 or p > 0, or if t = p = 0 and > 0. If t = p = = 0, the spine graph is a tree whose ends are diod vertices, and removing these ends gives a tree whose ends are triod vertices. Such an end could only occur where the original had an attached copy of Figure 8(d) , so an inverse of the first move is possible.
